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FLYING CARPET - 5D Motion Ride -

3 D.O.F.

Discover Interesting Places

In Wonderland, Sinbad the Sailor flew with his flying carpet over the Desert and
cities and visited distant places. Our film team is able to prepare a movie from
your city or other beautiful Places, which allows your visitors a virtual visitof it.
It's not just straight on the main road, even side streets or other interesting
places can be explored only by pressing a button.

Features & setup

 3DOF motion simulation platform with 180 x 180 cm surface (movements:
up-down, laterally tilt left / right and forward / backward), to hard surface
without glue carpet to a carpet on it. Carpet edge can hang down slightly,
or mounted like on the pictures to fit the frame
 space for movement vertically about 20cm (maybe 30cm)
 4 seat positions with 2 handles / seat position for visitors who can sit
cross-legged on the platform
 height of the platform is approximately 50cm (maybe 60cm) begin in the
lowest position, the visitors can sit on the side of the platform and into
turn toward canvas
 9 select button and 2 direction switch in the middle to select a movie and
to select the direction of the next scene during the movie
 Wind effect with 2 fans
 1x 3D video playback and Motion Control Server
 220/110V / 16A / 1 phase operation / with motor-powered
 Total weight 400 Kg
 Installation cost (turnkey) on site
2D Motion Ride
Full HD, with about 250cm diagonal, front-projection, white canvas
stereo audio technology
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3D Motion Ride
Full HD, with about 250cm diagonal, front-projection, silver screen
stereo audio technology, 3D conversion = film has produced in 3D
be, including 100 piece 3D filter glasses
Please note: installation and construction
The floor should be reinforced concrete with sufficient strength for about 200
kg/m2. We recommend the location of the simulator a rubberized bottom.
back-projection is also possible or desired shape.
Films & advertising
 New films on request
 Individual maintenance agreements
 Moving platform with large screen for 4 persons
 Films are selected at the push of a button
 Emergency-stop button between the seats stops the seats moving
 Ideal for hotels, entertainment areas, museum, road shows, etc.
 Individual maintenance agreements are available
 optional with mountain bikes: discover the place with muscle power
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